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Dear Sir/Madame, 

You are hereby invited to an online seminar hosted by BNY Mellon Science. We trust you will find the 
information provided will align with your field of study.  The seminar will feature a presentation on 
Applied Mathematics, Model Risk areas use at BNY Mellon.  We hope you will be able to share these 
information with your students from respective field of study. 

BNY Mellonis an investments company that provides investment management, investment services 
and wealth management that help institutions and individuals succeed in markets all over the world. 
BNY Mellon has had a presence in Wrocław, Poland since 2010. Supporting BNY Mellon’s ongoing 
strategy to optimise infrastructure and support global growth plans, the location has functioned as one 
of six Global Delivery Centres around the world, since early 2012. 

BNY Mellon Sciencerepresents the strategic centre of excellence for quantitative and analytical work 
focused on risk management across BNY Mellon globally, delivering valuable insight and risk 
quantification across the firm. BNY Mellon Science comprises a motivated and engaged team of 
professionals with expertise in financial industry practices and regulation. 

 Presenter: Jakub Chorowski – Principal Model Developer, Local Manager in Quants Poland 

 Topic: “To bucket or not to bucket. How to balance the accuracy and risk reporting?” 

 Start time: 5:30 PM (17:30) 

 Date: 14.01.2021 (Thursday) 

How to attend in online Seminar? 

Step 1 - Confirm you would like to take part in the event by sending your name and surname to either 
of the e-mails provided dawid.pudlis@bnymellon.comor jagoda.szczepankowska@bnymellon.comand 
confirm your attendance. 
Step 2 - You will receive registration details for the event include links and all specification. 

The official presentation will be interactive and allow participants to ask their questions 
meanwhile. We would be grateful for your confirmation of attendance until 11thof January 2021. 

If you have any other colleagues interested in participating in this event please do not hesitate to invite 
them or forward this invitation directly! 

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us 
at Dawid.Pudlis@bnymellon.comor Jagoda.Szczepankowska@bnymellon.com 
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